A fragment-to-disk transform is derived, based on the assumption that the angular momentum of each particle is conserved in the transition--an assumption used earlier by Mestel.3 A general outline of the model is given in a subsequent section.
Recent, detailed articles have separately described the application of the model on the solar system scale4 and the 5 The successful results of galactic scale.
these efforts are reviewed in later sections of this article. Aside from this, the main purpose here is to emphasize the apparent universality of the model which allows it to be critically compared not only to the available information on elliptical galaxies, but also to the wealth of observations concerning the solar system.
II. AN ANALOGY
Unification of the fragmentation model on the solar system and galactic scales requires that a supernova and the big bang be considered analagous events. Because of conceptual difficulties involved in describing the big bang, it is easier to discuss the supernova and then make a logical extension to the big bang.
Picture a two-dimensional observer located in the finite but unbounded, rotating spherical surface of a presupernova star.
As collapse begins, the observer has difficulty conceiving of the radial inward motion, but notes that the density of matter is increasing throughout his space. Subsequently, a state of maximum density is reached, and the surface space is driven outward by energy from a source outside and at right angles to the observer's space, and yet enclosed by it. The surface density is now seen to decrease again; and, soon after, the surface separates into fragments. The fragments move apart from each other with a velocity proportional to the distance from the observer. The speed of expansion is slowed by the attraction of the star mass. The material within each fragment begins a swirling collapse toward the local center of mass as the space continues to expand. A complete disk-shaped system is formed from each fragment as they recede from each other.
To get an impression of the big bang, the reader is invited to read the foregoing paragraph while imagining a four-dtiensional space rather than a three-dimensional one, and on the scale of the big bang.
III. THE FRAGMENTATION MODEL
Mathematical formulation of the fragmentation model is based on the set of postulates outlined in Table I . At the heart of the model is the assumption that 
C.G. axes of the cylindrical coordinate system witkl respect to the large-sea e mass flow; tlieorigin is at the fragmenr center of gravity (C.G.).
(b) The linear velocity profile of the bulk flow.
(c] The velocity profile in the r ,6 plane, with respect to the fragn?ent center of gravity.
(d) Thetangen}ia} velocity, vl, determined for a point (rl,?l) .
shows that the tangential velocity pattern where r2 describes radial position within is given by the circular disk and V2 is the orbital velocity:
The conservation of angular moment$m per particle in the transition from fragment to disk is symbolized by will orbit at the edge of the disk at the maximum radius r2m:
The length Dm specifies the location of the plane farthest out from the center of mass, just touching the surface of the fragment boundary at the point of maximum angular momentum, as in Fig. 2 (a).
In the disk, the mass M(r2) within the radius r2 is given by the integration (7) o u where p is the mass density (uniform) is performed over that region of the fragof isoangular momentum within the fragment ment volume contained between the two is given by planes of the mapping transform. The area of these isoangular momentum planes within the fragment is symbolized by A(D).
The radial mass distribution~m (r2)$
;n the disk is given by Normalized to the total fragment mass, MT, the corresponding mass distributions in aM (r2) aD (r2) 
This indicates that for the same velocity gradient, mass, and cube size, spherical galaxies will be about nine times as large as normal spirals (see Table II ).
We now consider the model~s predicted mass distributions for elliptical galaxies. Note that, although a specific fragment shape (the cube) has been used, the The concept is depicted in Fig. 5 .
The supernova is felt to be a good candidate for the event , which, through nucleosynthesis, may have produced the isotopic inventory that constitutes terrestrial matter. The supernova is a common cosmic event, and the more massive ones required 2.
3.
The functional dependency of the predicted surface mass densities is quite similar to the ellipsoidal law.a
The model produces curves of the surface mass density distributions.
Spherical galaxies (or giant ellipti cals) should be about nine times as large as normal spirals.
1.
2.
3.
Observations
The proportions are uncertain, but perhaps equally divided between galactic disk and nucleus.
The presence of two major arms is a common feature of spiral galaxies.
The surface luminosity profiles follow de Vaucouleurs ' ellipsoidal law.
The observed surface luminosity profiles are well fit by the model predictions.
Giant elliptical are approximately a factor of ten larger than normal spirals. Even if small, the maxima will predispose the disk to condense into planets in this pattern.
Fig. 8.
A stop-motion photograph of a homogeneous metal shell driven outward by the detonation of a structureless high explosive within. Incandescent gasses have passed outward between the metal fragments and outline the underlying polygonal shapes. A mirror positioned above at 45" affords a view from the top. (The unusual phenomena at the top, caused by special conditions of this experiment, are not pertinent and should be disregarded.)
It is a difficult analytical task to map the prism-shaped fragment into a disk distribution, but a relatively easy one to determine the radii in the disk corresponding to the prism vertices.
It is convenient to establish a new cylindrical coordinate system (z,$,z) as shown in the inset in Although the mapping transform has exactly the same form whether Vo/ro is positive or negative, a profile has been chosen which decreases with R and, hence, the minus sign inEq. (16). The effect is to create a second mass flow in the separated fragment, rotating in the opposite sense to that resulting from the velocity profile of the bulk flow. While the fragment is expanding into a gaseous cloud, particle collisions will be infrequent.
However, as the cloud collapses to a disk, the two opposing flows will clash and produce a great deal of low-angular-momentum material that will be delivered to the sun as it assembles.
Under a wide range of conditions, the opposing flow will affect only the central region of the disk, and even there it will be dominated by the '~forward" flow.
The mass distribution in the outer disk will not be affected, but the inner disk may be altered, as sketched in Fig. 
7.
The small amount of material remaining in orbit in the central region will be enriched in heavy elements and will eventually form small, dense planets nearest the new sun. 8
The results discussed above are summarized in Table IV, From the text, we may recall that the velocity profile in a fragment with respect to the fragment center of mass is The most critical case is that for the spiral galaxies where such a large fraction of the mass is out in the disk. Proceeding from the disk center toward the outer edge, there would be a smooth transition from the description given by
